
 

 
The leaves are changing, the air draws more crisp, and the mosquitos begin to disappear. It is that time 

of year that you start thinking about… CM! Yes, another reporting period will be drawing to a close for 

some of our AICP members and I am sure that Certification Maintenance is forefront in our minds. And 

for all of us, as we plan our budgets for next year, what educational and professional development 

opportunities do we have?  

Conferences 

We just wrapped up a great Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana Regional Planning Conference in Columbus, Ohio. 

The Indiana delegation was a part of almost 400 planners who descended on Columbus’s Arena District 

for the conference. This was a major redevelopment project that was coordinated by the City and 

Nationwide Insurance who is headquartered downtown. Once a blighted area between downtown and 

the Short-North neighborhood, it is now home to thriving businesses, the Greater Columbus Convention 

Center, Nationwide Arena (home of Columbus’s NHL team the Blue Jackets), and Huntington Park which 

hosts the AAA Columbus Clippers, who are affiliated with the Cleveland Indians. The area also includes 

numerous restaurants and smaller entertainment venues. Huntington Park played host to our 

conference reception, and it was a hit!  

 

 



 

The event included a plethora of mobile workshops, concurrent sessions and two dynamic plenary 

speakers. Charles Marohn, PE, AICP is Executive Director of Strong Towns (www.strongtowns.org) and 

he talked about how our current growth patterns are unsustainable when it comes to financing and 

paying for infrastructure in the long-term. Peter Kageyama is author of “For the Love of Cities” and he 

talked about the need for us falling in love with the places we live again and different ways that has 

been expressed. This was a great opportunity to share our experiences, challenges and solutions with 

other planners outside of our state. If you missed it, don’t worry! There is another great opportunity 

coming right around the bend in April!  

 

Join thousands of planners from around the world in Chicago on April 13-17th, 2013 for APA’s National 

Planning Conference. The exciting thing about next year’s conference, it is right on our doorstep! The 

conference will be at the Hyatt Regency Hotel and will even feature a mobile workshop that explores the 

great things that our members are doing in Northwest Indiana.  Kudos to Craig Phillips, AICP; Mitch 

Barloga, AICP; Bob Thompson, AICP; and Hubert Morgan, AICP for a great mobile workshop submittal. 

We strongly encourage our members to attend at least part of the conference and we hope that Indiana 

will make a strong showing. This is a great opportunity to fall in love with planning again, get 

reinvigorated and excited about our jobs and bring back great ideas from around the country. As a 

Chapter we are exploring different options to reduce conference costs including shared travel 

opportunities. Stay tuned for more information regarding this and for general information on the 

Chicago conference visit www.planning.org.  

http://www.strongtowns.org/
http://www.planning.org/


 

This is going to be a jam-packed spring for CM credit opportunities. In addition to the Chicago 

conference, the Chapter will be hosting our Spring Development Conference. We are still finalizing 

dates, but will have that information out soon. The City of Columbus, Indiana is excited about the 

opportunity to host us this year. A big thank you to Jeff Bergman, AICP and his crew at the City of 

Columbus/Bartholomew County Planning Department on extending their Hoosier Hospitality to the 

Chapter.  

The Chapter embarked on our first set of regional social networking and professional development 

opportunities this year. Sarah Reed, AICP and Shannon Norman, our Central Region reps, hosted a night 

at the Ballpark for us to catch an Indianapolis Indians game. Jason Eakin, AICP and Jim Roach, AICP, our 

Southern Region reps, hosted a presentation and roundtable discussion featuring Mark Spelbring from 

the Purdue Land Use Team at the French Lick Springs Hotel. And this month, Mitch Barloga, AICP and 

Craig Phillips, AICP our Northern Region reps, will be hosting an Active Transportation Forum in Winona 

Lake on Friday, October 19th from 10am to 1pm EDT. Lunch will be provided with an optional bike ride 

through town.  

Our Chapter’s fall conference date is not set but we have secured the venue. We will be in Muncie, 

Indiana! In addition to Garfield, Muncie is home to Ball State University, our accredited planning 

institution. The Ball State University Planning Faculty has joined forces with us to help put together a 

great conference. Stay tuned for more information.  

AICP 

As some of you may know, AICP is now offering Advanced Specialty Certification programs. In addition 

to your base AICP certification, there is now specialty certifications you can earn in Transportation 

Planning (CTP) and Environmental Planning (CEP). The AICP Commission is currently working on a new 

certification program for urban design.  If you consider yourself an expert in this design field, please let 

me know as AICP is looking for members to provide feedback as they develop that program.  



 

Podcasts and Webcasts 

We understand that the cost of continuing maintenance is always an issue, as it is for many other 

professions as well. We are continually working as a Chapter and as APA to keep the costs reasonable to 

our members, especially in these trying economic times. APA is currently in the process of discontinuing 

their CM CD program. The good news is that they have extended the deadline that the CDs are eligible 

for CM credit. You can now use your CDs (for ones that have not already expired) until December of 

2013. They were originally set to expire at the end of this year. In place of the CDs, APA now offers 

podcasts for download from the APA website. These are at a much lower cost than the CDs and are 

available for immediate download. Currently you cannot share these podcasts but APA is working on 

developing a group licensing program. We will share that information when it becomes available. For 

more information on APA podcasts go to www.planning.org.  

Our Chapter is starting our own podcast program. Dann Bird, our Chapter’s Professional Development 

Officer, is working in conjunction with Ball State University, to create podcasts of out last Spring 

Development Conference. We have the production complete and are working on developing the 

delivery mechanism for these. Once we have the program up and running, we hope to offer our future 

educational offerings via podcast as well. These podcasts will be submitted for CM credit eligibility.  

Finally, don’t forget that our Chapter is a participant in the Utah Chapter webinar program. This series is 

a collaboration between numerous APA Chapters and Divisions to offer low-cost CM credit opportunities 

to our members.  As the Indiana Chapter is a member of the consortium, these webinars are available at 

NO COST to our members. You can earn up to 48 CM credits annually in front of your computer for the 

low, low price of NOTHING!  For more information on the Utah series and to see the program of future 

webcasts, please visit http://www.utah-apa.org/webcasts.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.planning.org/
http://www.utah-apa.org/webcasts


 

Narrow streets in Copenhagen accommodate 
bicyclists, pedestrians, and car traffic, and feel like 
special places filled with activity.  

 

Traveling:  Lessons in Placemaking 
By:  Beth Rosenbarger -Planner / GIS Specialist, 
Monroe County, IN 
 
I often find the public spaces and streets of foreign 
cities inspiring. Recently, fresh out of city planning 
graduate school, I indulged on a one-month trip to 
several European cities. This was my first trip across 
the pond since I studied in Madrid six years ago. My 
first experiences abroad led me to city planning, 
and this most recent travel adventure served to 
reinforce my interest and passion for planning.  

Visiting London, Copenhagen, and Dublin, I 
constantly analyzed the public spaces; as a 
second-generation planner, I was basically 
conditioned to scrutinize streets, parks, city form, 
and how the components work together. 
Wandering semi-aimlessly, I observed the interactions of pedestrians, bicyclists, transit, taxis, and cars 
on bustling city streets. Because I am a nerdy planner, I sat on (well-placed) street benches to simply 
take-in all the activity. I left completely enamored with European cities and completely jealous of their 
distinct placemaking.  

Now, less than a month later, I am working my first full-time planning job. I am learning to read plat 
maps, enforce setbacks, and count trees. I’ve begun to work my way through zoning and subdivision 
ordinances totaling nearly 500 pages. I attend meetings with the Plan Review Commission, the Board 
of Zoning Appeals, and various local developers. With only one-week under my belt, I can easily see 
why planners become jaded. It seems the inspiration from London’s distinct public spaces is wearing 
off while I look up the exact definitions to “frontage” and “accessory structure.”  



 

Morgan-Monroe State Forest: Trails 
in autumn (and year around) are 
special places in Monroe County. 

 

Local planning is tedious business. Could this process be improved?   
Most likely. Until then, I remind myself that the process, however 
tedious it may be, is in place for a reason. The very detailed zoning 
and subdivision ordinances are building blocks of a bigger picture—
placemaking. The distinct public spaces and bustling streets I 
experienced in London are part of a vision for that city and serve to 
make it a special place. Monroe County will never be London. As far 
as I’ve heard, we are not placing a bid for the Summer 2020 
Olympics nor does Monroe County have any desire to be a world 
financial hub.  

Instead, Monroe County can be, and is, its own, unique place. These 
extremely detailed and verbose codes aim to preserve what is 
special, enhance what could be special, and improve areas that do 
not currently reflect our collective vision. London, Copenhagen, and 
Dublin do not have the scenic country roads, local farms, and 
friendly Midwesterners that Monroe County boasts.  

While I admire the unique spaces found in other cities, I have been 
ignoring what makes my home a special place. And although zoning 
can be tedious—especially to a new employee attempting to learn the ordinances—zoning 
ordinances and codes are one of our main tools as planners to maintain, enhance, and create special 
places.  



 

Parking Plan submitted to the Technical Advisory Committee 

 

The BMW Golf Championship was held in Carmel at Crooked Stick Golf Club September 3-9, 2012.  This was the first PGA 
tournament held in Carmel and in Indiana since the 1991 PGA Championship won by Jon Daly.  Over 125,000 spectators 
were expected to visit during this third leg of the FedEx Cup Playoffs, generating an estimated $30 million for Central 
Indiana.  All in all, the tournament was a success, with Rory Mcllroy victorious over some of the biggest names in golfing.  
The success was undeniably a group effort with much coordination between the tournament organizers and the various 
City departments and a little flexibility among all. 
 
The Western Golf Association (who 
organizes the BMW Championship) has their 
own staff that researched and coordinated 
the organization and layout of the event.  
They scheduled times to come to town and 
sit down with each City department.  As a 
part of that, they met with the City’s 
Planning staff over six months before the 
event.  The Planning and Zoning staff had 
the tournament organizers submit plans 
(site layout, parking plan, tent 
designs/elevations, etc.) to the Technical 
Advisory Committee (TAC) and work with 
each member individually. The TAC includes 
about 30 members from various 
departments including the Police 
Department, Fire Department, Engineering 
Department, the Vectren gas company, and 
Duke Energy.   
 
Due to the size and nature of the golf 
tournament, it also required a Temporary Special Event Outdoor Permit, Temporary Sales Facility Permit, and a 
Temporary Cell Tower Permit through the Building and Code Services Office.  Some zoning regulations for Special Events 
that must be reviewed for the issuance of the permit are:  

 Zero encroachment upon setbacks or drainage easements, 

 Adequate on and off site parking must be provided, 

  Maximum duration of five days with one extension of up to five days, and 

  Approved temporary signage.   
 
A Public Event signage application was submitted to be approved by the Mayor.  This gave approval for banners at the 
location of the event and the two City approved locations which are the corner of Range Line Road & Carmel Drive and 
Range Line Road & City Center Drive.  The City of Carmel also requested that the team organizing the event provide 
examples of directional signage they needed to get people to the event.  These signs were placed along the major 
thoroughfares and aided in getting people to the right places.  Some of the signs were placed on INDOT’s right-of-way, 
so the team had to get INDOT’s approval as well as Carmel’s.  They did receive both approvals, so the signs were 
installed with no issues.  



 

 
The Police and Fire Departments were also very involved throughout the planning stages and during the golf tournament 
to ensure a safe event.  In fact, the Police Department met with the Western Golf Association about a year before at a 
similar event to get a sense of how it was run.  The Police Department had some procedures already in place from 
previous golf events that Carmel has hosted as well as other large scale events such as CarmelFest or the Carmel 
Marathon.  There were a couple of additional practices that the Police Department implemented this time.  The first was 
to contact the State Police and Sherriff’s Department for additional police presence.  The second and a very important 
addition was a new weather evacuation strategy, which was triggered by the unfortunate events at the Indiana State 
Fair Grounds.  The new weather evacuation plan turned out to be necessary as severe weather including strong winds 
was forecasted and evacuations were necessary on two different days of the tournament.  The PGA had an evacuation 
plan as well, but it only allotted for a 20 minute window, whereas the Police Department’s plan allowed for 120 minutes.  
This extra time proved effective for a complete evacuation before the severe weather hit, and everyone was transported 
safely back to their cars for shelter.  This is another instance where it is important to be flexible as the weather can be 
unpredictable and doesn’t always cooperate during outdoor events.  In fact, parking lot locations had to be adjusted 
later in the tournament because the original grass lots became too wet to use after heavy rain.  Office parking lots along 
Meridian Street were utilized as alternate locations.   
 
Even with a few hiccups, huge crowds still flocked to the 2012 BMW Championship.  This benefited not only the golf 
tournament, but the City of Carmel as well.  To help tie into the event, the Carmel Redevelopment Commission had 
additional activities planned the main weekend of the tournament; including street musicians, a gallery walk, and a 
game truck.  There was also an “Ask Me” center put in place which allowed people who were in Carmel from out of town 
or current residents to ask what was going on around town and it also had restaurant menus available.  The City of 
Carmel and Hamilton County additionally took advantage of this national golfing event by inviting site selectors from all 
parts of the country out to the area.  This permitted them to showcase what the City and County had to offer to 
potential businesses that may be looking for a place to relocate or open a new office.  This was a great opportunity for 
the City that will hopefully help bring in more economic development in the future.  However, without the collaboration, 
cooperation, and flexibility of everyone involved, an event of this size would not have been possible.  
 
 



 

 





 

.   

http://www.bikewalk.org/
http://www.apbp.org/
mailto:mbarloga@nirpc.org


 

HEALTH BY DESIGN ~ Indy Connect is the community’s plan 
By:  Ehren Bingaman, executive director of the Central Indiana Regional Transportation Authority 
(CIRTA); Mike Terry, president and CEO of IndyGo; and Anna Tyszkiewicz, executive director of the 
Indianapolis Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) 
 
As the agencies responsible for planning, building, and operating the Central Indiana regional 
transportation plan known as Indy Connect (www.indyconnect.org), we appreciate the attention given to 
transportation planning in recent months. The fact that transit and its role in our region’s future regularly 
get front-page attention and draw scores of reader comments demonstrates a couple of important 
realities: Our community understands the importance of transportation infrastructure, and our planners 
must continue to provide clear, accurate information to the public. 

Why do these points matter? Because they reflect one more important reality: Although our agencies have 
been involved in this process, Indy Connect is the community’s plan.  

This is as it should be. Planning on this scale should never come from a few folks in closed rooms staring at 
maps and conjuring their ideas of what’s best for a community. On the contrary: Good planning engages 
the public, as it did with Indy Connect, which embraced more than 10,000 public comments via more than 
150 meetings, from the core of our city to the edges of Indianapolis and suburban communities. We used 
mail, phone, social media and the Internet over a nine-month period to create a plan balancing public 
wants with such matters as existing land use, the environment, economic development opportunities and 
the capacity of existing roads, utilities and other infrastructure. We used conservative, responsible financial 
forecasting, and every suggestion was scrutinized by public officials, business leaders and citizens who 
view that plan through personal perspectives.   

The plan that emerged from this process will dramatically improve our transit system. The proposed plan 
doubles our existing bus service, increasing frequency and longer hours of operation by adding cross-town 
and cross-county bus trips, suburban community circulators, and seven-day-a-week service. The plan also 
includes rapid transit serving the east-west corridors of Washington Street and 38th Street, and north-
south routes from Carmel to Greenwood, with service and stations in Indianapolis. The northeast corridor 
of the region would be served with rapid transit service to neighborhoods along the old Nickel Plate rail 
line in Indianapolis and into Fishers and Noblesville.  

This part of the plan is not funded yet. It will require new, dedicated revenue. Exactly how to fund it is up to 
our legislators, but our estimates demonstrate that an increase of 0.3% (three tenths of one percent) in 
income tax will let us build and operate the system.  

Why is this a good investment?  An improved transit system will connect people to jobs, connect 
employers to the workforce, and give residents from all social, economic and geographic communities 
greater access to the benefits of living in this region. This might be most tangible in the area of jobs: We 
hear almost daily from area residents who struggle to get to their jobs, and from employers who have jobs 
to fill but no connection to the workers who want to fill them.  



 

 

We can address these problems with this realistic plan. It can be implemented in 10 years. Like so many 
other successful public works projects in our recent history – Lucas Oil Stadium, the Monon Trail, the new 
airport, the downtown canal and I-465 – it can be built efficiently and on time.  

The Indy Connect plan – the community’s plan – has been scrutinized like no other public works project in 
our region. The Central Indiana Transit Task Force hired the nation’s best econometric analysts to evaluate 
it. And their conclusion? Using a conservative discount rate of 7%, the Transit Task Force determined that 
the rate of return on this project is 11.2%, with a benefit-cost ratio of 2.0. Bottom line: That’s a good 
investment.  

Now it all comes back to the public. Advocates are asking the Indiana General Assembly for the ability to 
ask, via voter referendum: Do you want to make this investment? Yes or no. It would be a chance for voters 
to have their voices heard like never before in our region.  

Our job as planners is to present the facts, demystify the myths and bring understanding to the 
development of programs like Indy Connect. So to help people get to work, to maintain our competitive 
edge, to help all of our neighbors get to school or the doctor or the store, we must thank them for the ideas 
that are Indy Connect, the transportation vision for Central Indiana. 
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surface and subsurface drainage conditions. 

depressional.  Surface water from surrounding lands flows to this lower elevation. 
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was either plastic or concrete.  Several years ago concrete tile production was phased out and plastic tile 

is the only thing available.  Agricultural tile machines have a shoe on the bottom of the tile boot to form 

a “V” in the bottom of the trench.  This “V” helps support or cradle the tile in the trench bottom.  Loose 

soil is raked into the trench after the tile is laid to support it. Plastic tile needs to be well supported with 

soil to prevent an egg shaped tile or co

sure the tile is adequately supported. 

Drain Tile Outlet

Leave It Natural or Drain It? 

When I entered my employment with the 

Soil and Water Conservation District, the 

importance of drainage was made clear to 

me. Wet, heavy, silt clay soils of central 
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Surface water from surrounding lands flows to this lower elevation.  The size of the 

nding watershed determines if surface water flooding is going to be a significant problem.  If the 

wet area is 5 acres and the surrounding watershed is 100 acres- surface flooding is going to be a 

Removing the surface water is an important step.  Shallow swales can be installed to slowly 

move the surface water to the nearest culvert or open ditch.   

Zone “X” on the FIRM flood plain maps.  Residents that have homes in or 

should consider the purchase of flood insurance.  

The second step in the process is to consider the soil saturation. Twenty-five percent of our county has 

During the winter and early spring the ground water table can be at or within 

f the surface of the ground.  Drain tile is necessary to lower the water t

, better utilization of nutrients and timely field operations.  Corn and bean

rs were some of the first contractors to make use of laser guided machinery.

allowed tile to be installed easier with greater accuracy.  Today, tile machines use RTK 

GPS systems to keep the tile on grade and plot the tile location after installation.  In the late 70’s

was either plastic or concrete.  Several years ago concrete tile production was phased out and plastic tile 

Agricultural tile machines have a shoe on the bottom of the tile boot to form 

” in the bottom of the trench.  This “V” helps support or cradle the tile in the trench bottom.  Loose 

soil is raked into the trench after the tile is laid to support it. Plastic tile needs to be well supported with 

soil to prevent an egg shaped tile or collapse. Granular backfill is commonly used in urban areas to make 

sure the tile is adequately supported.   
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Wet Bioswale Functions Well 

Tile is installed in random pattern to drain the wettest trouble spots or a grid pattern to drain the full 

field.  Grid patterns are becoming more popular as land and crop prices have increased value. Tile 

installed on a grid pattern may cost $400 to $700 per acre.  By gravity, free water in the soil profile will 

move toward and into a drain tile. The water enters through slots or holes in the tile. Geotextile socks 

can be used on the tile if soil will infiltrate into the tile slots. We generally recommend tile socks where 

the soil is sandy or organic (peat or muck).  Our normal silty clay loam soils don’t migrate into the tile.  A 

tile provides drainage to the surrounding soil in a parabolic shape that meets the soil surface at some 

distance from the tile.  A deeper tile will draw further than a shallow one. A tile will only draw water 

from the tile bottom to the soil surface.  Ground water below the tile is not affected.  Tile installed 

closer together will draw the water table down to a uniform level at a faster rate.  The optimum depth 

for most field tile is thirty to forty-two inches.  Purdue Extension has a good brochure that provides 

recommended tile spacing for different soil types.  

https://engineering.purdue.edu/SafeWater/Drainage/AY300.pdf  

I hope it’s clear that I know something about land drainage.  It was made clear to me years ago that the 

only good wet spot was a dry one.  It’s true, that the highest and best use of land is often when it’s well 

drained.  Houses, buildings, septics, turf grass, gardens, orchards and many plants prefer a dry 

environment.  By and large, most recent land development projects have created a dry environment 

with grading, storm sewers, subsurface drain tile and stormwater detention ponds.  Creating this dry 

environment is expensive.  Costs include installation, the screwed up soil after it’s graded and long term 

maintenance.  These costs can be reduced if a site is developed using techniques that support and 

enhance the existing conditions instead of transforming the site.  Sometimes, it might be better to adapt 

to the wetter soils instead of trying to make them dry.  It seems silly to add drainage and plant blue 

grass when other plants will thrive in the wetter 

soils and accomplish the same goal. A wet swale 

with the correct vegetation can work as well as a 

dry swale.  A dry storm water pond can be 

effective with a wet bottom as well as a dry 

bottom.  A key principle- Not all soil needs to be 

wonderfully dry to carry out the intended 

practice; but, the correct vegetation does need 

to be specified that tolerates a wetter 

environment.  New maintenance techniques will 

also be needed. Weekly mowing may give way to 

weed eating, vegetation removal and weed 

control once or twice a year.  The time and cost 

should be comparable or less than mowing. 

 

By:  John South, Conservation Engineer for Hamilton County Soil and Water Conservation District 

 



From: Shane Burkhardt
To: Katie Bannon (bannonk@bloomington.in.gov); Sarah Reed
Subject: FW: Ahhh-Yes! Brambling Team?
Date: Thursday, October 11, 2012 9:28:33 AM

Ok… I am sooo sooo sooo sooo tardy! A public flogging is in order… but I have forwarded the first of two articles that I would like to submit for
scanning planning. This one is written by Karen Valencic, President of Spiral Impact, who is our consultant to the board dealing with the
communications, etc. She gave permission for us to republish this. I thought it was a good article and could apply to a lot of other
organizations/departments that our membership is involved with.
 
Shane
 
 
 
Shane Burkhardt, AICP

Planning Manager/Indiana

300 S. Meridian St., Indianapolis, IN  46225
 
DIR +1.317.780.7199 // TF +1.800.321.6959 x199
MOB +1. 317.201.4674 // FAX +1.317.788.0957
sburkhardt@rwa.com // rwArmstrong.com
 
This e-mail  may contain information that is privileged, confidential and subject to legal restrictions and penalties regarding its unauthorized disclosure or other use. You are prohibited from copying,
distributing or otherwise using this information if you are not the intended recipient.

P Please consider the environment before printing this message.

 
From: Karen Valencic [mailto:karen@karenvalencic.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Karen Valencic
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 7:21 AM
To: Shane Burkhardt
Subject: Ahhh-Yes! Brambling Team?
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An occasional and brief inspirational letter from  Karen Valencic, founder of Spiral

Impact   
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How long will it be
possible that honor,

truth or virtue
should be respected
among a people who
are engaged in such

Dear Shane,  

As I clear the entanglement of honeysuckle from my
woods, I see such parallels to the work I do with
team and leadership development.
 
An invasive species like honeysuckle prevents
native trees and wild flowers from growing and
eventually kills off 
the trees if left unchecked. 
 
The result: a bramble of honeysuckle and dead trees.
 
Team culture is very much the same. Unless culture
is clearly defined and held to account, the most
dominant personality, good or bad, will rule. I
frequently see this cause: 

high performers feeling used
new team members getting discouraged
about excellence 
separation on work teams.  

What to do? I find a combination of three things
give the best results:
 
1. Strong leadership -
Setting expectations and holding people accountable
consistently is key.
 
2. Teach leadership and team members skills to
use conflict creatively - ask me how!
 
3. Engage the team to define their culture -
Through dialogue guide them to create a short list of
'yes' or 'no' questions to hold themselves
accountable. It is important the team members
create and agree to this 'credo'.  
 
These three strategies work magic without slashing
and hacking!
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a quick and
perpetual succession

of such profligate
collisions and

conflicts?

 

John Adams

Biography

By

McCoullough

 
Just like honeysuckle, if team culture isn't held in
check to a specified standard, it runs wild. 
 
I've seen some of the toughest groups shift with
these two simple strategies.
 
 What kind of team do you have: a honeysuckle team
or a healthy group of magnificient individuals helping
each other grow?
 
What have you found to work?  Add to the blog. 
 
Enjoy your summer!
 
Karen
 
Karen Valencic
317-257-0684 
 
Communication creates movement;
Stillness fosters clarity;
To be moving and clear
This is true power.
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